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Introduction 

There are four separate inelastic lcpton scattering experiments, either ampleted or in pro- 

gress at SLAC. These are 

‘* i-P + p +hadrons (Fast cycling HBC) 

2. i-P -+ Q-+ forward hadrons (wide angle spectrometer). 

3. 

4: 

p+p + p'+ hadrons (streamer chamber) D 

e*-f- --)hadrons (SPEAR colliding beams). 

I will report on the main features of reactions/l) and 2). There is no date to report from 3) and 4) 

although both hare had successful runs. 

Fig. la describe briefly the kinematical variables used in themalysis q there experiments and 

Fig. lb relates the space-like and time-like aspects of there processes through the Q2= 0 point (or 

dinary photoproduction), - 

The most studing features q there experiments may be summarized as follow: 

a. Al.fixed V the average multiplicity seems to fall slowly with tJ2 

b. Al high Q2 the hadronic charge ratio (+/-) increases with positive values of the Feynman .x.,N &$,y 

c. 6L/6T for ,o electroproduction is N 0.5 

I will discuss the following topics: 

1. 
d (123, 5,‘t) cLcwpd p-q5 

i 
: 4 

%t 
64 ( W,Q'~ 

i 
2. Cl4> as 4 to'> for fixed W , <m> is the average charged multipl@ity 

3. CM> as f (W) for all Q2. ' 

4. Exclusive processes (Vector meson Electroproduction) 

pi- P"+P 

3 @ +P 

3 'p + p 

(Published in Proceedings of the IV International Symposium on Multiparticlk 
. Hadrodynamics, Pavia (Collegio Ghislieri), 31st August - 4th September 1973) 
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5. (+/-) ratios as -f (y',Q*) yy+p -3 hk 
-. 

&Y 

2'y t h -3 h* 

6. Inclusive processes 
I 8Y’PJ P+% 

-3 AX 

The work done on reaction 1) has been reported at the Bonn Conference (1,2,3) _ Aug. 1973 and that of 

reaction 2 appears in several publications (4,5,6) . 

Experimental Apparatus. 

Fig. 2 shows schematically the beam configuration and the bubble chamber with its r-detector. 

Incident electrons of energy 20 GeV impinged on a high Z target at the front of the beam transprt. 

Muons were pair-produced in the first few radiation lengths of material. Negative muons were focussed 

on 3.7 meters of beryllium placed inside the first of 3 foci in the transport system. Dispersion in 

the beam at this point provided us with a A p/p = + 2% momentum bite. The beryllium served to atte 

nuate the fraction of hadronic particles in the beam through collisions, while the r component of 

the beam suffered only loss of energy due to ionization. 

Multiple scattering losses vere minimized by placing the beryllium:& a focus. By these means 

we obtained an essentially pure r beam. The measured contamination fro? n Is was v/p = 0.5x10 
-4 

. 

Downstream of the first focus we placed collimators of iron and lead and substantial amounts 

of iron shielding at critical points. Proportional wire chambers were placed before the two dovnstream 

foci to aid in the accurate tuning of the beam. These efforts were necessary to guarantee e a beam at 

the bubble chamber which was contained wfthin a vell defined space. 

The trigger counters and spark chambers downstream of the bubble chamber vere sensitive to halo part& 

cles. Halo particles are a serious problem in muon beams, and to us were a potential source of false 

triggers, as well as unwanted tracks in our spark chambers. Our beam had a halo of 2% seen in the*trig 

ger counters behind the bubble chamber. Figure lb shows the placement of counters before and after the 

bubble chamber. Veto counters placed directly in front of the bubble chamber eliminated halo r Is from 

the trigger. The beam vas deflected upward by the bubble chamber magnetic field (26.2 Kgauss) and pas 

sea through windovs and apertures in the iron. Behind the bubble chamber at a distance of about 3 me- 

ters from the center of the fiducial volume, we placed the /-I detector, which extended another 2.4 

meters. The beam passed through the center o f this detector.Four iron blocks, each 12 inches thick, 

had beam apertures cut in them, and provided additional attenuation for r 1s in the beam which scat- 

ter in the bubble chamber and could trigger our system. Two banks of scintillation counters were pla- 

ced such that they surrounded the beam. Fast coincidence between the forward and backward bands of 

scintillation provided th,e initial electronic trigger with tight time resolution and course spatial 

resolution. The spark chambers were triggered by this coincidence to give us a much better spatial re 

solution. The spark chamber data were recorded on magnetic tape. The scintillator ho&scope informa- 
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tion vas processed by a PDP-I on-line computer looking at the ho&scope pattern and the final decision 

to trigger the camera vas made during the remaining 2-3 millisecond portion of the bubble chamber ez 

pansion cycle. 

TABLE I 

Beam characteristics and Event Rate 

I .@ 

. 

p- beam Event Rates 

p = 16 + 0.6 GeV/c 30 x lo6 expansions lO/sec 

I- 1000 's/set and 100 r *s/exp. 

Vtrt. size = 11 cm FWBM 94,000 triggered pictures 

Boris.size - 1.2 cm FWBM 4,922 useful events 

Penetrating halo ( 2% 1,161 elastic 

YP contamination i 5x10 -5 
3,741 inelastic. 

Fig. 3a shovs the distribution of the.data in the variables V and Q2. Events extend in V from 

elastic scattering at W 9 BP to W = 5.2 GeV and in Q2 to values as large as 3.6 GeV2. Elastic events 
0 

are seen on the left. Enhancements in resonance regions art also apparent. The accumulation of events 

at lov Q2, high V occur due to the'shapt of our acceptance for scattered ti *s. These events corres- 

pond to forward scattered r's vhich lose considerable energy. The accumulation for such scatters 

is seen because the small Q2*involved corresponds to relatively large cross sections, and the outgoing 

p 1s energy is sufficiently low such that the magnetic field deflects them upward, our of the beam, _. 
into our trigger counters. &z chose not to eliminate these events in the fast trigger, easily done by 

placing additional veto counters appropriately, so as not to complicate unnecessarily the shape of our 

acceptance, 

The probability for detecting the scattered p Is depends on Q2 and W of the r as well as 

the geometry of the experiment, but is independent of the nature of the final state hadrons. We calcu 

late this probability using a Monte Carlo simulation of the experiment. Contours of probability are 

shown superimposed on the data and indicate a maximum, approaching Unity, for wa3 GeV and Q2=1 GeV2. 

Due to the rapidly decreasing flux of virtual photons and total r cross section as the Q2 of the 

process increases, the majority of the events fall at lov Q2 values. The low Q2 cutoff is purposely 

introduced by detecting only those scattered r's with angles 210, vhile the decreasing probability 
2 at large Q occurs because large angle scatters miss the outer edges of our trigger system. We estima 

te the accuracy of the Monte Carlo calculation to be within + 10% relative error for the central reg 

ions where the probability is ) .7; for the outer regions, where the probability is < .3, the errors 

increase the perhaps + 30%. For the outer regions, the reduced acceptance probability is sensitive to 

the exact location of the outer edges of the counters giving rise to increased uncertainty, * 

In Figure 3b, we show the same data, but superimposed are contours for the scaling variable 

W'= 1 + U2/Q2, and & the longitudinal to transverse polarization Parameter. 
0 



The wide angle spectrometer. 

The experimental apparatus consisted of a 19.5 GeV electron beam incident on a 4 cm liquid hy 

drogen target and a large aperture spectrometer to detect a large fraction'of the forward final sta- 

te particles with lab momenta greater than N 1 GeV/c. These elements are shown in Fig. 4 and discus_ 

sed in greater detail belov. 

The electron beam contained typically lo4 e' per 1.5r set long SLAC pulse. At the experimen- 

tal target, the beam had an rms width of 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm and an rms divergence less than 0.2 mrad x 

x 0.2 mrad. There the beam was very vell collimated, with fe&r than 1 in to5 e- outside a 0.5 cm di.~ 

meter circle. The momentum spread in the beam vas 0.2%. 

The spectrometer magnet has 1.37 m diameter pole faces separated by 0.91 m. It was centered on 

the beam line, 2.54 111 downstream from the target, with its principal field component borizontsl. At 

the magnet center, this field was 10 kG and the field integral 17 kG-meters. 

The unscattered beam and the forward electromagnetic backgrounds passed through the magnet in 

a field,free region created by a cylindrical superconducting tube (13) . Beyond the magnet were two op- 

tical spark chambers separated by 1.7 m. The chambers had inactive holes through their centers, vhere 

the beam tube passed, The apertures of the magnet, spark chambers, and beam tube produced the accep- 

tance shown in Fig. 3, a 
The apparatus was triggered on the detection of a scattered electron by a hodoscope of 20 scig 

(14) tillation counters and 11 shover counters behind the second spark chamber. The shover counter 

thresholds were set to /v 4 GeV. Photon triggers were eliminated by the requirement that a shower co 

unter fire coincident with the &intillators in front of it. The kinematic range of inelastic electron 

scatters covered by this triggeT was roughly \q2\ > 0.3 (GeV/c)2, $ < 15 GtV. There vas no hadron r$ 

quirement in the trigger. 

For each trigger a single picture was taken of the optical spark chambers on 70 mm film. The 

camera was located in the horizontal plane 21.6 m from the beam lint with its optic axis aligned pw- 

pendicular to the beam. Each picture contained four views of each chamber, a direct vitv, a top and 

a bottom view in small angle stereo, and a rear view to expose tracks blocked in the direct view by 

a beam pipe. 

Charged multiplicities and Cross-section from the Hybrid Experiment 

Experimental cross sections were obtained by monitoring of the beam. A scintillation counter 

was placed directly in the beam, large enough to contain the full beam. The output signal was integra 

ted, digitized and accumulated in a scaler. Frequent and accurate calibration of the beam monitor was 

maintained by direct count of /t -tracks in the bubble chamber. 

The error in the incident beam flux was estimated to be rf. 5%. 
c 

The resulting values for CT + E ols are shovn in Figures 6a-4d. We choose four bins in 

W: W11.4 to 1.8, Ws1.8 to 2.8, W=2.8 to 3.8, W-3.8 to 4.8. Corresponding to each of these bins in W, 
9 

we present the QL dependence of the cross,section. For sake of comparison, we show the radiatively co: 

-_ 
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rected electroproduction cross sections from SLAC (1) single arm data as a solid line. -- 

In the inelastic regions, the agreement with e-p i.nelastic.crr3ss sections is satisfactory for the first 

three W bins, 1.4 5 W ,< 2.8 Gev. However‘in the upper W bin, 3.8 ,C W 54.8 GeV, the ratio to e-p 

cross sections falls to fi .7. 

However, these last points fall in a region of rapidly decreasing acceptance probability, which may 

lead to the discrepancy shown. Except for normalization, there appears to be good agreement in shape 

with the e-p data. 

The fall-off of the cross section, as Q2 . increases, follows closely the e-p data. For the analysis of 

the hadron final states, the normalization of the data is unimportant. We show ratios (e.g., prong ra 

tios, multiplicities, charge ratios) and all quantities are insensitive to changes in the acceptance 

probability. 

Combining all our data, we obtain a ratio QTP P)/G(ep) = .87 2 .02. In addition to the .02 

statistical error, there are + 11% systematic uncertainties on our data, and approximately 2 5% errors 

on the e-p data. We conclude that <(jut) and alap) are consistent to the accuracy of our measure- 

ments. 

In each of these W bins we now look at the hadrons in the final state. Charged hadrons emerg- 

ing from the vertex are highly visible, while neutrals are not seen unless they decay or interact be 

fore leaving the visible volume. Therefore, only charged hadrons contribute to the prong count. For 

example, a i-prong event has an outgoing negative r (not counted) and a single positive particle, . . 
For elastic scattering, no other particles are involved in the final state. At higher W, a i-prong 

event always has one or more missing neutrals. A 3-prong event has t&o positive and one negative ha- 

dron, possibly some neutrals, and the (not counted) negative r in the final state. Even-prong counts 

should not occur because of charge conservation, In our data, 4 events out of a total of 4700 had an 

even-prong count. These events can occur with small probability due to particles produced at rest, rz 

scatter of outgoing particles near the vertex, of a small contamination of D2 in the hydrogen of the' 

bubble chamber. 

In Figure 6a is see the break down of the cross section into its l-prong and 3-prong Jractional 

parts. No higher multiplicities occur in this W region. The cross section is predominantely l-prong. 

The photoproduction values are shown on the left at Q2 = .O. These points were obtained from Ref. 2. 

In figure 6b is shown the range W = 1.8-2.8 GeV. Here the contribution+to the total cross sec- 

tion includes 5-prong events. The l-prong events show a contribution which lies significantly above 

the photoproduction value. 

The 3-prong component is seen to decrease as C2 increases, and the small fraction of 5-prongs show no 

significant deviation from the photoproduction value. Here the photoproduction values come from data 
of Ref. 7. 

In Figure 6c is the data for W = 2.8-3.8 GeV. Here too is seen the increasing l-prong contribs 
tion to the total cross section as Q2 increases , a corresponding 3-prong decrease and 5 and 7 prong 
Components which are consistent with the photoproduction value (from Ref. 3). Figure 6d shows the cof 

responding data at W=3.S-4.8. At the highest W, evidence for the decreasing 3-prong contribution is 

. 
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no longer seen. The measured values are based on the'data, and on the ratio to radiatively corrected 

e-p cross sections. To properly make the comparison, the electrgproduction cross sections are averaged 
2 over the bins in Q and W we have chose, and our cross sections are compared to these averaged values. 
. 

The data are corrected at all points for radiative processes from elastic scattering (nelastic 

tails") which is the dominant part of the radiative corrections in the kinematical range, Radiative 

corrections to the total cross section include corrections for inelastic scattering. 

One may summarize the prong distribution information of Figures 6a-6d by computing (W > , the 

mean charged hadronic prong multiplicity for inselected bins in V2 and W. To calculate this parameter, 

each event is weighted event by the inverse of the detection probability, in order to remove effects 

of the detection probability. For each selected bin in W, Q2, is formed 

z M G 
<N> = pt0Vlp 

= q$&wt5HiIF~ 1 /a~4”w+s ‘h 
x 

( 

prongs 
G 

where Ni is the number of prongs in an event, and Pi is the muon detection probability derived from 

Monte Carlo calculations. We first st.udy (N > as a function of Q2 for fixed W ranges. The results 

are shown in Figure 7. We present results for three W intervals and three V2 intervals. Also shown are 

the photoproduction values at V* = 0, obtained from data of Ref. 7. We observe that for the two lower 

W intervals, N decreases by 10% to 15% below the photoproduction values from V2 = 0 to V2=t.8 GeV*. 

For the high W bin, a flat V* dependence cannot be ruled out. 

It was necessary to apply radiative corrections to these data. Th:linfluence of the."elastic. 

tail0 for example adds an excess of l-prong events at higher W, causing the average multiplicity to 

be lowered. Tails from inelastic states also reduce the average multiplicity at high W. Careful study 

of this matter quantitatively shows that only the lowest V* points at the highest W value are signif& ' 

cantly altered. The calculation of the radiative corrections to the mean multiplicity are based on a 

model from electroproduction and photopfoduction data which is discussed in ref. (i).in detail. 

The multiplicity has also been studied as a function of V2 and W in the 24 GeV range for the 

photon framentation region (x> +.3), target fragmentation region (x t-.3), and the central region 

(-.3 < x <+.3). To do thi s we binned the charged hadrons from each event into their proper V* a&d x 

regions, where x = (P / ) C 'max CMS' These results are shown in Figure 8.' In the case in which the positi 

ve track identification was ambiguous, the pion hypothesis was selected, rather than the proton. 

Choosing the proton hypothesis for the track gives an x-value more positive than%hat for the pion be 

cause of the mass dependence of the Lorentz transformation to the C.M.S. Photoproduction data of Ref.3 

were handled in the same way. 

A recent measurement of multiplicities was made by a Cornell group and extended the kinematic 

range out to a*(+6) (GeV/c)*. This experiment was done using a scintillation center recording the ne 

ber of hits associated with a scattered electron. There results are shown in fig. 9 and show that in 

the V* range greater than previously described (n ) remains fairly constant with Q2 at fixed W2. 
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Charge Ratios for Hadrons ,, ' 
1.. 

., 

In the wide angle spectrometer experiment 
(4)' a very%nteresting effect was observed when the 

hadron charge ratio was measured as functions of Q2 for different values of the Feynman X. A typical 

set of data is shown in Fig. IO for two values of x, one between x=0 and 0.3 and the other for x>O.3. 

This result which has been co&irmed by other experiments at lower Q2 values is quite interesting be- 

cause it lends itself to a quark-parton interpretation. 

It is certainly difficult to explain in terms of the ndissociationn of the virtual.photon. 

These measurements were extended to deuterium in order to compare the effect for protons and 

neutrons. 

The kinematic region of interest was limited to -.25 > q2) -3.0 GeV2, and 12 < s ( 30 GeV*. 

The no of events found were 30,401 electrons from H2 and 74,772 from D . These electrons were divided 
2 

into 16 bins in the q2-s plane, and the number in each bin was taken to represent the total number of 

8*-p or' $*-d interactions, effectively Tot&q 
2 

,s). These numbers were corrected bin-by-bin for ge 

metric acceptance, scanning and measuring losses ( N 25%), radiative effects ( ~25%) and hadron co2 

tamination (N 3%). 

For the purpose of kinematic computations these events were all assumed to be x 1s. Events 

were selected having both an electron in the above q*-s range, andahadronintherangeO<(Q<21, 

PA ' (: 0.7 GeV2 and x )O.l. Of the inclusive hadronic events of this type there were 9250 from H2 

and 4663 from D 2. The losses in the number of electron-hadron events %ue to scanning and measuring 

inefficiency depend only slightly on hadron charge and on target typ:, and were typically fi 45%. 

Cross sections were determined for reactions (1) and (2) by first fitting the hadron-electron 

events with a maximum-likelihood technique to the form 

I 46(4=,4 = 
-bPC 

dN be, 
( I.+ A Loscp + 6 ros29) 

(3) - d 
.dr dp: drf, 

dw 24 

The fitting function contained the normalization, d t e ermined from touting electrons, the 

detailed dependence of the geometric efficiency on the variables 'Q, p,', X hadron charge,% and q? 

and the dependence of the scanning-measuring efficiency on hadron charge and target type. Fits were 

always done separately for H2 and for D2' for positive and negative hadrons, and for small intervals 

of x. The outputs of the fits included the differential multiplicities, dN,/dx* the transverse momentum 

slope parametems, b, and the azimuthal asymmetries, A and 0. The latter were always consistent with 0, 

and with 90% confidence never greater than 0.3. The following data described hereins are from fits in 

which A and B are fixed at 0. 

The x-distributions for reaction (1) were reported earlier (4) . These distributions as well as 

those from D2 are similar in shape to the distributions for inclusive 7~ Is in photoproduction (7) , 

provided that decay 1'5 from the reaction $p -) fop are removed. The pop final state-is known 
to be a smaller fraction of the total cross section as In"\ increases 1 , however this effect is too 
small to account for the asymmetry to be discussed next. 

Shown in Fig. lla are the charge ratios .for proton for 0.4 ( x (0.85 and the same x range ex- 
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1,8-11 
--.. 

tracted from other experiments . Allpf the other experiments have x-k- p separation, and 

the results shown are explicitly the X+/~-ratios. We have concluded from the q2 and s dependence 

of the inclusive k's and p's in one of these experiments 11 that the hadrons reported here are predomi 

nantly ~'5 . 

The neutron data this required a deuterium subtraction, to be discussed next. The principal assumption 

made was that the cross section-for an inclusive process from deuterium, L 

-t 
(4) 7% 9 L- 3 abY tL,IH~ 

is simply the sum of the corresponding cross sections for protons and neutrons. This assumption is 

justified by the observations that in this Q2-s range (1) there is no evidence for "shadowing" in mea 

surements of 6 
TOT 

for heavy nuclei, (2) the deuterium "smearing" corrections to 6 
TOT 

are negligi- 

ble, and (3) no evidence was seen for coherent production from D 
2 

in the transverse momentum slopes. 

Decause the cross sections were in the form of differential multiplicities, internally normali 

zed to the 5 Is, Ye subtracted them with the formula . r) 
1 tot 

The subtraction was done in separate x bins, 2 

$2 /q.: and I' AJgk 

and separate regions of the, q -s plane. The ratios 

%k depended on q2 and s are vere extracted from the literature 10 . 
Corrections were made for the target-empty events (4% of the D2 events), and for a 3% H2 contamination 

in the D 2. 
The charge ratio extracted for the neutron is shown in Fig. Ilb. The errors shown represent sta 

tistical uncertainty only. There may be additional systematic errors no larger than 2 20% of the value 

of the charge ratio, due to uncertainty in the scanning and measuring efficiency. Included in Fig. 10 

are charge'ratios from photoproduction at s = 14.9. 8 
There it has been noted that the follovi,ng isospin 

symmetry holds for the lr*/g- charge ratios: / 

(6) 

; . N+ p ( 1 N- 
N ( ) K n z I.2 

rJ’ 

In electroproduction we have found the 6h6Xyfe ratios very much different?First, we observe a 

striking hadron charge asymmetry from the? p target, with N'/N- 2 32atqti -1 GeV/c. Second, the iso- 
spin symmetry of Eq. (6) clearly breaks down, there appearing to be more h+ than h- from the II target 
also. These changes in the hadron composition occur in the kinematic region 0.4 <x < 0.85, a region 

populated by the decay products or fragments of the 3' * 
Y 

in any diffractive model of #-nucleon in- 
teractions. Since the $ is neutral, the charge asymmetries in electroproduction make any such dif- 

fractive model less attractive than in nearly-symmetric photoproduction. The above changes from the 
charge and isospin symmetric hadrons of photoproduction to the asymmetric hadrons of electroproduction 

take place in the q2 range in which scaling begins. 

We wish to point out that the behavior shown in Fig. 10 has a natural explanation in a &ark-par_ 
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f strikgs p-type (charge + ence quarks in preferen=-e-to n-tx 

pe (charge - t ce quarks. These struck quarks fragment in the fragmentation region, the p-type 

preferentially to 1 , the n-type preferentially to r- . This gives a net p+ excess for the pro 

ton, and a smaller + excess for the neutron. This model gives a testable prediction 
12 

I for the pion 

Here W is the scaling variable, W = (q2+M2-s)/q2, F,(O) is a known inelastic structure function, 

and p and n represent the proton and neutron. We are able to test this prediction with our data only 

over the limited range 3 < k, ( 60, and here compute the value R a .24 + .28. Clearly a more precise 

test of relation (7) is needed. A more detailed discussion of these results in relation to be quark- 

-parton model is reported separately'. J \ 
0 

Vector Meson Electroproduction. 

All there vector mesons, p*, lo and y have been seen in electroproduction. There is no ev& 

dens yet for 9: that only because of two poor events. Mostly the a $etailed information wncern 

the f " 
Figure 12 shovs the 2~~ invariant mass distribution for the three Q i intervals with W > 2 

GeV. A strong rho signal is seen in all Q2 intervals. In addition, some Acc(1236) production is 

observed. 

A similar plot is shown in Fig. 13, for the wide angle spectrometer. 

In Fig. 14 is given the relative contribution of reaction 3 to the total cross section along 

vith the photoproduction(7) result averaged over the W dependence of this experiment. The contribution 

decreases from 22% to about 12% when going from Q2 2 = 1 GeV2. 
I 

= 0 to Q In Fig. 14 the wntribdtion of 
++ A 0 

and P prodxtion to the total cross section are displayed. The relative importance of 
0 

production de&eases ,vith Q2 by about a factor of 2 over our Q2 range. 

f 

In photoproduction, the t-distribution for \t\ L 0.6 GeV* can be f-it vell by a form exp 

(A t) vhere the slope A is found to be 7 to 8 GeV -2 
for photon energies above 2 GeV (using the para- 

meterization procedure discussed above to describe the f mass shape). (2) 

To compare our data to photoproduction we have fit the Dalutz plot density as before,with a fat 

tor exp (A t) multiplying the 2 
7 contribution. Only events with \t\ ( 0.6 GeV were used in the 

fit. The slope parameter A as determined in the fit is given in Fig. 15. It shows a small decrease of 

N 20% by Q2 but is also consistent with no decrease with Q2. 

Fig. 16 shows he slope data for the wide angle spectrometer experiment which shows the same 

genera effects. g both experiments together one might conclude that some evidence for anti-shrig 

kage is beginning to appear for Q2> 1. 
i. 

\ 
/ 
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For the description'of the f" decay when produced in the inelastic scattering, t-he usual 

density matrix representation (11) must 'be expanded to includeoproduction by longitudinal photons. We 

use the definition of Ref. llb. If @ and 'p are the polar and azimuthal angles of the 'X‘+in the 

forest system (with the z axis along the CMS f" direction, the x axis in the hadron production pig 

ne, and's the azimuth of the scattered p-with repsect to the hadron production plane in the ha- 

dronic CMS), then the angular distribution of 
f 

decay is: 

u(cose,~,9,~ 4n ~(r-r~~)S(3~~~-l)los2e-A Re ~~~sin29eosg-r,_,sin29~os2~ 
[ 

06 

I .2 I 
I -E cos*o!r,,sln 9+roo cos*B-,/;i.Re rlosin29cosg-rf_,sin29~os2~} 

-c 6in29{+5 Im r~osin26siri~+Im r:_,sin*BsIn2+1 
. 

+/2c(l+c+kJ ~069(r~lsin28+r~ocos2e-~ Re r:osin28cosg-r:_lsin2@~os2~) 

+r)*c(I+c+Q sin9(dT Im r~osin26sin$+ Im r~_,sin29sio291 
t I 

where the polarization parameter 

t:y 

and Q* 
min = 2 (EE’ - \a1 $1 -M*) , -9 o E-E’, and 8 is the mum polar scattering angle. The densi- 

ty matrix elements rii a are the same as for polarized photons except 

*= 
u 

‘Ak 
a 

i + (G + AJR 9 ‘lk 
a=$,2 Plk 

1 + (G + 6)R 

where T and S refer to production by transverse and longitudinal photons respectively and A is de- 

fined as A = 2H:,(W <(, 07 OS 

QZ 
. It is clear that e and p can only be separa*ed by 

vviw f + A at fixed W and Q*; . for our data no separation is possible because we had a fixed in- 

cident muon energy. 

In Fig. 17 we show the angular distribution in'cose and y= Y- 0 of (8 decay for Q*> 0.15 
GeV* and W> 2 GeV. Cuts to define the p" are 0.G < Pi ** ( 0.9 GeV and \t\ < 0.5 GeV*. The data 
are consistent with isotropy in cos @ . 

If s-channel helicity conservation (SCHC), found in f" -photoproduction, is valid for lepto- 

production, the sin*& part of this distribution comes entirely from transversely polarized virtual 

photons while the cos* @ component measures that from longitudinal photons, Assuming SCHC, the ratio 

of longitudinal to transverse 4 production CK)SS section is 

R= 
QL(P) 04 * 

I I 00 
"T(Pf =<5> 7‘ 1-r 00 
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The azimuthal distribution shown in Fig. 17 peaks at O0 and 180°, indicating dominant t-than_ 

nel natural parity exchange for the transverse beam component, as is found in photoproduction. In the 

scatter plot of the same figure, the effect of interference between longitudinal and transverse P 
3 

can be seen as enhanced y = 00 (360°) production for cos d ( 0, and enhanced v = 1800 produc- 

tion for cos @ > 0. A measure of this interference is given by 

cos6=J~o; (Re <o--9 

and ~0s s x 1 indicates maximum interference. 

From the rodecay angular distribution the values for the density matrix of Rq. 4 were deter 

mined from a moment analysis for events in the f0 mass region. For this analysis we used events with 

W ) 2.5 GeV and Q'g0.2 GeV*, in order to eliminate background from the final state ;A ++ .Ve estl 

mate that only ," 2 A i+ are left using these cuts. The values for all parameters are given in Ta- 
. 

ble II. 

* If s-channel helicity is conserved we expect all density matrix elements to be zero except 

rIZ , r,:, , Lm ritl I Re rtz , 1~ r,t . Within one to two standar deviations 

the density matrix elements of Table II are consistent with SCRC with the exception of r: which shows 

a 2-3 standard deviation effect from 0. If confirmed r1 oo>O would imply a contribution from single 

flip helicity amplitudes. However, if we assume that the p" production mechanism wnserves SCRC for 
OC 

Q* > 0, then r 04 measures R= = 1- _-= CL(p) 700 0.54 + 0.23; the ratio of the longitudinal to 
Cr if) cw t-ro$ 

transverse 
r 

production. A measure of the inter*?erence between these amplitudes uhich is seen in the e 
decay distribution of Fig. 17 is 

,*: 
r 

ws 6 = 0.76 + 0.17. 

For the data with Q* > 0.2 GeV* and W> 2.5 GeV the average value of E is 0.89. 

If we assume SCIIC holds in electroproduction, as it approximately does in photoproduction, the. 

decay angular distribution reduces to i 

(5) * wfe, $) = 3 [ER cos26 + 3 sin*e(l + E cos a) 
h2(i + ER) 

- (ER(~+E)/~)’ COS 6 Sin 28 COS $)I 

We can then determine the two free parameters, R and cos 5 for finer o2 intervals than above 

by a maximum likelihood fit to the events of reaction (3) with U ) 2 GeV; accounting for the A fl 
*- 

and phase space contributions as explained in the discussion of cross section determinations. While 

only events with I+\ < 0.6 GeV were used in the fit, the parameter R and cos did not change when 

all events were used. In Fig. 18 and give R and ws 5 from these fits along with the data of Dakin 

et a1.(4) in the indicated Q2 intervals. Within errors the experiments agree and show a large contri- 

bution of longitudinally polarized rhos which interfere maximally with the transverse component. 
r 

In Fig. 19a is plotted the r+r-$' 
. 

mass distribution from the reaction 

The events shown have a 7C fit confiden$e level greater than 3%. Q* >0.2 GeV* and V 72.0 GeV. A clear 

/ 

. 
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ii 
l.d peak is seen. The shaded events have Q > 0.5 GeV* and also show a strong kl peak. While the 

events plotted have not been weighted by our acceptance, such weighting makes little change in the O& 

served structure. We have estimated the Irl cross section by. selecting events with 0.74 <M (3 k ) ( 

0.82 GeV, making a small background correction by hand, and correcting for our 3% probability cut 

and non 3 Tp decay modes. In Fig. 19b we plot the ratio G ( $,,p 4 Pw)/aret- v$ Q * 

for W >2.0 GeV. Using photoproduction data (7) we have calculated the ratio ~(w)/g-~~at Q*=O for 

the same W interval (correcting for the photon energy spectrum). Our data points agree well with the 

photoproduction value, but do not exclUde the Q* variation found for a4vo-Tbt ' Since the dcan 

be produced by both OPE and diffraction scattering our previous observation of a decrease in the p" 

contribution'to the total cross section at larger Q* need not imply a similar decrease in 0-t w=ii.* 
For the w .&vents with It( < 0.5 (GeV/c)* we find an exponential slope (P') of 

-2 * 
A = 7.5 2 1.5 GeV . The W angular distributions in the helicity frame, cos *n and ve are coy! 

sistent with isotropy and are similar to the angular distributions above the L*, peak. We find r 04 = 

= 0.20 + 0.15 for k, events with Q* > 0.2 GeV*. 
00 

This result is consistent with the photoproduction 

aata(7'. We find no evidence for 3-body resonance production other than the w in the -$g-nofinal 

state. In the 2-body channels we find a strong Jil23S) signal and some veak evidence for A f and 

p* production. v electroproduction has been observed in wide angle spectrometer experiment. 

Figure 20 shovs the dikaon mass distribution for events consistent with the hypothesis 0 

J&P --, Ir+Ir- p 

There are six events at the mass of the (4 meson. We estimate that the background from electron, muon, 

and'pion pairs is 1 fi 1 event ,? The average q* of the events is -.6 (GeV/c)* and the average s is 

22.9 GeV*. The acceptance for-q's vas 60% larger than that for ye's ;the corrections were simil.ar 

except for meson mass cut, I decay, and unseen decay modes. 

,The ratio of the cp virtual photoproduction cross section to the total virtual photoproduction 

cross section is .0017 f .0009 compared to .0046 2 .0006 for photoproduction (7) . 
i 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. - a) Diagram of the scattering process with the variables Q* and W defined. 

b) Domain in the variable Q* of electroproduction, photoproduction and colliding beams experiments. 

2. - Schematic representation of the experiment from the origin of the muon beam to the muan telesco_ 

pe hebind the 40-inch hydrogen bubble chamber. The upper part of the figure, depicting the muon 

beam, is not to scale. 

3. - a) Distribution of data in Q* and W. Elastic scattering occurs at the left. Some resonance pro- 

duction is evident. The accumulation of events at high W low Q* * is due to the shape of our accek 

tance function combined with the large cross section at small Q* . Contours displayed are the as 

ceptance probability for the r-detector. These are calculated by a Monte Carlo program. The vz 

lue of the acceptance is independent of the hadmnic final state, since only the r is required 

in the trigger. 

b) Same data as 3a). Contours of 1 & the polarization parameter, Eq..9, and w the scaling va 
riable, are shown. i 
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4. - Schematic representation of the wide angle spectrometer experiment, showing the super conducting 

tube location. 

5. -.Detection efficiency contours for the WAS, 

6. - a) Inelastic cross sections and prong contributions. 

w = 1.4 - .1.8 GeV 

The rapiditively corrected inelastic cross sections Cc + EC5 are compared to radiatively correc 

ted e-p cross sections. Also shown are the fraction of the total cross section which fall into 1 

charge&ha&n (l-prong) and 3 charged hadron final states, for increasing Q*. Contributions from 

radiative effects of elastic scattering ("elastic tails") are subtracted. Photoproduction points 

were obtained from Ref. 2. 0 

b) Inelastic croes sections and prong contributions. 

W * 1.8 - 2.8 

c) Inelastic cross sections and prong contributions. 

W,= 2.8 - 3.8 

a) inelastic cross sections and prong contributions. 

W P 3.8 - 4.8 

7. - Average charged hadron multiplicity. 
1 

We show three regions in W, with increasing Q* in each . The photoproduction values are obtained 

from Ref. 3, with small adjustments so that they coincide in (W> , the mean value for the bins. 

The values shown are radiatively corrected according to the procedure discussed in the text. 

8. - Average charged hadron multiplicity in the inclusive spectra. 

We present average charged hadron multiplicities for the target fragmentation, central plateau, . 
2 and photon fragmentation regions, as Q increases. Photoproduction data were obtained from Ref.3. 

The horizontal bands accompanying the photoproduction points indicate the variation in the photo 

production value for the different (W > values associated with our data in each bin. No radia- 

tive corrections vere applied to these points because of lack of a good model. 

9. 
0 

- Average multiplicities plotted as a f&tion of Q* for several ranges of S. For comparison we 

have al-00 plotted data of ref. 16 (triangles), ref. 2 (open circles), and ref. 7 (crosses). 

IO.- The ratio +/- plotted versus Q* for two aiffernnt x ranges. 

ll.- a,b. Comparison of proton and neutron data for the charge ratio at large positive x values. 

12.- Reaction Jv 1 +'w+H-p , R’lr- mass distributions for different Q -intervals, 2 
Hybrid Data 

13.- fn- 
2 mass distribution for WAS data - all Q . 

14.- ratio of JVP -b l?n- p /&pdhadrons top 

ratio of V~P -$ -s-At' /r+P-v haarons middle 

ratio of #VP 3 f"? /&l+hadrons bottom 

Photoproduction value from data of SBT collaboration (Ref. 3). 

15.- Q*-dependence of the exponential slope A for the reaction ivP-+ BOP vith ' 

\ttrl < 0.6 GeV* for the Kybind Data * 

16.- 
._ 

Same as Fig. 15, but for the WAS data. 
0 

. . . 
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17.- Reaction -‘.. j,,P +~*p for Q* > 0.15 GeV* and W 7 2.0 GeV: Decay angular distribution of events 

in the 
f0 

region in the heliciky soystem. 

18.- Reaction dti 1 .+f*p for W >2.0 GeV: The ratio of longitudinal to' transverse 
. f" production and 

cosine of the longitudinal - transverse phase difference assuming s-channel helicity conserva- 

tion. 

19.-- 'Reaction tvp + ~+ng7to p : a) n?r- I[ 
0 mass distributions. b) 6 ( IrP-+‘d/6&t- 

20.- K'+k"Hass distribution - shoving a 'Q peak. 

21.- 
Reaction &P + 

xv+ (anything): Normalized structure function F(x) versus x for the indicated 

Q2 and W intervals. The dashed curves are approximations to the photoproduction data of Ref. 3. 

22.- Reaction &p d q- + (anything): Normalized structure function F(x) versus x for the indicated 

W and Q* intervals. Some proton contamination occurs for x >O for W (2.5 Gev and x ) -0.5 for 

W > 2.5 Gev. The dashed curves give the behavior at ,Q2 = 0 of the photoproduction data of Ref. 3 
and 5. 
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